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A CONTACT PROBLEM IN THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY
1. formulation of the problem Let on the plane be given contours (k= 0,1,...,n) having no points in common. Assume that 1 Q encloses contours (k * 1,2,...,n) which lie each outside the others. Let D Q denote a multiply connected domain Kith the boudary k=o and D^ the domain bounded by (k =1,2,...,q) respectively, where 0<q<n. Furthermore let D = D Q u ( D^) where L^ k=o denotes the closure of D^. Assume that the contours (k = 0,q +1,...,n) consist of finite number of arcs 3-= a v b, and 1. = b t a v where i = 1,2,...,m, where n x denotes the exterior normal at the point xel^.
The problem consists in the following: determine in D a displacement vector u(x) = u (x) for x eD^ (k=0,1,2,|...,q) of the class satisfying the system of equations
A (-j^r) u(x) = F(x,u) for x e]^ (k=0,1,2 q) subject to the boundary conditions (k)
and the contact conditions
where { }r, denotes the limit of a vector when x tends to Tc the boundary from the interior of D^.
The above problem is a generalization of the problem investigated in [4] to a finite number of insertions from different materials and to a multiply connected domain. < k >;je <*>re < k >ei Due to the symmetry conditions = A. = PS J S QI which are satisfied by the elastic constants, the system (1) is a strongly elliptic system in Vishik's sense.
It is assumed that: 1° The contours (k= 0,1,...,n) satisfy the Lapunov conditions and there exists at least one arc L_ which K i contains at least three points not lying on one straight line.
The components of the vectors FCx,u) and g(x Q ,u) defined and bounded in the regions
I Uj(x)|< + 00j , |x 0 6 1, I u^(x 0 )[ < +oo| respectively satisfy for every k the conditions
with a €(0,1) and K f« K p» K g» K g 'being some positive constants.
2. Reduction of the problem to functional equations Let us join the successive points K. and a. with (3) is equivalent to the system of functional equations of the form
lp ^ where /3(x) = ¡5 for x e D^ is a constant matrix, T = T -T and an asterisk denotes the transpose of a matrix.
It ia a straightforward matter to verify the identities 1 D e In the caae of isotropic medium the constants A_a k 13 are reduced to the Poisaon constants of the k-th medium.
By inserting (5) into (4) we see that u(x) satisfies the following system of functional equations
(o)
,2,.. .,q U) ,y) f^y)dl-a k r p8 C ra Blx), xe V (k) ie where C rg are constant matrices dependent on A r £ , E denotes the unity matrix and the integrals appearing in the Xk) third term of P(x,u) are understood in the Cauchy principal value sense.
3. Solution of the problem The proof of existence and uniquenes'of the solution of the given problem is based on the Banach -Caociopoli theorem. Let us consider a functional space A consisting of all, continuous vectors u(x) = [u,j(x) ^2(2:)] defined on I> and. of the bounded norm
The distance cf(u,u') between two points u, u' is defined as the norm of the difference i(u,u') = C a ( u-u',D).
In the space A let us consider the transformation Proof.
Limiting process for x--x 0 €1^ leads to a system of singular integral equations with the kernel which differs from the kernel appearing in M only by the continuous terms. Thus, the system is uniquely solvable provided the right-hand side is of the class C a (l), 1 = Ul k » k=1 From the properties of Cauchy integrals on Lapounov contours (comp.1°) it results that P(x,u) eC"(l) where P(x.u) = (k) = P(x,u) for x el^. Solving the system of integral equations we obtain the estimation of C a (u(x 0 ),l).
Considering now the transformation (10) we get the following inequality Here we have
.for x Q el k and F(x,u) = F(x,u) for x e D k .
From (11) where g 1 = g(x, u '), F = F(x, u') and from the assumption 2 we obtain C(F-F',D) < K p C(u-u',D), C(g-g',l)<K g C(u-u', 1).
Finally we have C^(u -u',DXm(r + + Kg) C oe (u-u',D) and the transformation (10) decreases the distance between every pair of points u, u' if (12) r + K F + K g <-l.
Under the condition (12) all the assumptions of Banach's fixed point theorem are satisfied and there exists exactly one fixed point u* of the transformation (10). This implies the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the system of functional equation ( 4), which in view of Theorem 1, completes the proof.
